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Statistical study of temperature anisotropies

Turbulence (and/or solar wind expansion) generate temparature anisotropy
This anisotropy is limited by mirror and oblique firehose instabilities.

Bale et al. PRL 103, 21101 (2009);
see also Hellinger et al. GRL 33, L09101 (2006).

color: magnitude of δB; enhanced δB also corresponds
to enhanced proton heating.

Hellinger et al. GRL 33, L09101 (2006)



A fluid approach for the mirror instability



“Mirror structures” correspond to the nonlinear development of “mirror instability”, 
and are thus often referred to as “nonlinear mirror modes”.

“Mirror instability” occurs in a magnetized collisionless plasma displaying a
temperature anisotropy, with the temperature of one of the species 
(usually the ions) being larger in the perpendicular than in the parallel direction
(relatively to the ambient field):  T┴>TII .

Such a large perpendicular to parallel ion temperature anisotropy ratio also 
permits the (electromagnetic) ion cyclotron instability.

It is usually believed that ICI is dominant at low β and mirror instability at large β.

The mirror instability



The mirror instability was discovered by 
Vedenov & Sagdeev (1958) who provide the 
instability condition in the case of cold electrons
and a biMaxwellian ion distribution function 

(Linear perturbation analysis of the 
Vlasov-Maxwell equations about a 
biMaxwellian ion distribution function).

The same volume includes an analysis
based on a bi-fluid description by 

Rudakov & Sagdeev, which leads to a
significantly different instability condition. 

(see also Chandrasekhar et al., Proc. R. Soc. 
London, A245, 435 ,1958 in pinch context.)

mirror force

Linear instability

Rudakov-Sagdeev:

Schematic description of the magnetic 
bottles created by the mirror instability

More quantitative phenomenology discriminating between between resonant 
and non resonant particles in Southwood & Kivelson, JGR 98, 9181 (1993).



• Observed in regions displaying: ion temperature anisotropy  
β of a few units

• Also observed in mirror stable regimes.

• Structures are quasi-static in the plasma frame, when the plasma is homogeneous
(in contrast with MHD modes, such as slow modes)

(Propagating) drift mirror modes require density or ambient-field gradients. 

• Only a small change in the direction of the magnetic field 
(linear structures:  variations in the magnetic field magnitude dominate over that in the direction). 

• Magnetic field fluctuations mostly affect the parallel component 
(i.e. are almost lineary polarized in the direction of  the ambient field).

• Variations in highly oblique directions (~70°:80°)  to the background magnetic field
(quasi-transverse fluctuations).

• CLUSTER multi-spacescraft observations: cigar-like structures, quasi-parallel to
the ambient field, with a transverse scale of  a few ion Larmor radii.
Horbury et al., JGR 109; 9202 (2004), Horbury and Lucek, JGR 114, A05217 (2009), 

Génot et al. Adv. Géophys. 14, 263, (2007).

• Density is anticorrelated with magnetic field amplitude.

Main properties of mirror structures:

ii TT >⊥



Joy et al., GRL 111, A12212 (2006)



Free solar wind
(Ulysses)

Jovian magnetosheath
(Ulysses)

Free solar wind
(Helios)

These structures possibly have
different origins.

Baumgärtel JGR 104 (A12),  28295  (1999)

Winterhalter et al. GRL 27, 1615 (2000)

Zhang et al. GRL 35, L10106 (2008)

Magnetic holes displaying different shapes 
(sharp or wide) are commonly observed.



A MHD-like model for steady mirror structures

Although the mirror instability is driven by kinetic effects, some properties of 
stationary mirror structures can be captured within the anisotropic  MHD,
supplemented with a  suitable equations of state.

Snyder et al., PoP 4, 3974 (1997)

kinetic theory

double adiabatic theory

The simplest anisotropic MHD model is the 
“double adiabatic approximation”
(Chew et al., Proc. R. Soc. London A 236, 112 , 1956).
Also called “CGL” (for Chew, Goldberger & Low).

Consists in assuming zero heat fluxes. 
Leads to the equations of state:

CGL approximation is valid  in regimes where typical 
phase velocities are much larger than the particle 
thermal velocities.
CGL is NOT appropriate for mirror modes
(that are static in the plasma frame).
Ad hoc anisotropic polytropic equations of state with parallel 
and perpendicular indices chosen in such a way that the 
mirror instability threshold is reproduced, have been
considered 
(Hau et al., PoP 12, 122904, 2005; NPG 14, 557, 2007 
and reference therein).



An isothermal or static limit is more suitable for mirror modes, but it does not 
lead to a universal closure of the fluid hierarchy.

Nevertheless, a series of equations can be derived for the gyrotropic components 
of the even moments, and using the assumption of bi-Maxwellian distributions,
simple equations of state can be obtained, which predicts the correct threshold 
of the mirror instability.

Model potentially relevant for describing the large-scale features of steady mirror 
structures:

Indeed,

• Landau damping vanishes for static solutions.
• FLR corrections negligible at large scales.

Landau damping and FLR corrections are needed in order to reproduce the 
correct instability growth rate (see P.L. Sulem’s talk).



Projecting the ion velocity equation along the local magnetic field (whose direction is

defined by the unit vector ) leads to the parallel pressure equilibrium condition

for the (gyrotropic) pressure tensor

where and

Consider the static regime characterized by a zero hydrodynamic velocity and
no time dependency of the other moments (Passot, Ruban and Sulem, PoP 13, 102310, 2006).

Assume cold electrons (no parallel electric field) 

The above condition  rewrites:

are the fundamental gyrotropic tensors.

From the divergenceless of B = B    , one has

with

This leads to the condition



We proceed in a similar way at the level of the equation for the heat flux tensor,
by contracting with the two fundamental tensors       and       and get 

where the 4th-order moment is taken in the gyrotropic form

Here,      refers to the symmetrization with respect to all the indices. 
One gets



The closure then consists in assuming that the 4th-order moments are related 
to the second order ones as in the case of a bi-Maxwellian distribution, i.e.: 

and 

One finally gets 

These equations are solved as 

Similar equations of state were derived using a fully kinetic argument by 
Constantinescu, J. Atmos. Terr.  Phys. 64, 645 (2002).      

Equations actually also valid with warm electrons



The problem of stationary structures: a variational formulation

The following functional should achieve a minimal value on 
stationary configuration:

F(B)



Results:

The system admits a trivial stationary point                    that can be stable or unstable.
But a non trivial solution is also possible.  

= 0.625 =  5

Subcritial regime Supercritical regime

Existence of stable
non trivial solutions 
below threshold: 
bistability

Magnetic holes and density humps Magnetic humps and density holes 
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This model does not capture the dynamics. 



Use of the FLR Landau fluid model to 
describe the nonlinear development
of the instability



Nonlinear development of the mirror instability 

The full FLR-Landau fluid system was solved 
in one space dimension for a mirror unstable plasma

n

|b|

The distribution function remains close to a bi-Maxwellian
The saturation of the mirror instability leads to magnetic 
holes

The solution slowly relaxes toward the uniform state
on a time scale of the order of 105 x (1/Ωp), with
the temperatures evolving toward a mirror stable regime.

Time evolution of the parallel and perpendicular temperatures

T|| T┴

6
growth//p 10x5.6 ,18.1/  ,5 −

⊥ === γβ pTT

(Borgogno, Passot & Sulem, NPG 14, 373, 2007)

Mirror instability relaxes the temperature anisotropy.

(Random initial noise superimposed on uniform density and ambient field )

(very close to threshold)



Formation of static magnetic holes
anticorrelated with density humps.

|b|
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from initial random noise

5.1/    ,5 //// == ⊥ ppp TTβ

2.0cos   ,1/    , 05.0/ ////// === ⊥ θeepe TTTT

Cluster observations 
(courtesy of  V. Génot)

Nonlinear mirror modes above threshold



Formation of magnetic humps from initial random noise in relatively  “extreme” conditions
(very large β).

2.0cos   ,1/    , 05.0/    ,4.1/    ,20 ////////// ===== ⊥⊥ θβ eepeppp TTTTTT
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At long times, the peak amplitude is observed to decrease and a hole eventually forms.



Nonlinear structures when the mean ion pressures are prescribed
(in order to prevent the slow relaxation to the uniform state)

Evolution to a steady state regime 
in a small computational domain

Development of spatio-temporal chaos 
in an extended computational domain,
relatively far from threshold.

n

|b|

T||

T┴

Perpendicular temperature increases more than the 
parallel one through the magnetic hole, in agreement with 
observations (Tsurutani et al. GRL 29, 2233,2002:
“Solar wind protons detected within Magnetic Holes
(MHs) and Magnetic Decreases (MDs) are found to be
preferentially heated perpendicular to B0”).



Evidence of bistability

25.1/    ,5 //// == ⊥ ppp TTβ 2.0cos =θ

n

|b|
by

uy

In agreement with Vlasov simulations
but  in contrast with anisotropic Hall-MHD models
(Stasiewicz, JGR 110, A03220,2005, Mjolhus, NPG 16, 251, 2009), 

by is here symmetric with respect to the center of
the magnetic hole.

Direct Vlasov-Maxwell simulation

by

Hall-MHD
solitons

Stationary solution obtained by continuation below the threshold of mirror instability

hodograph

bz

by

The component by (perpendicular
to the (B0,k)-plane) is due to  

Hall-effect.



The turbulent case



Parameters of the 1D simulations:

• Angle of propagation: 80o with respect to the ambiant magnetic field

• White noise in time random driving around kinj, applied on the perpendicular
velocity component (uy) each time the sum of kinetic and magnetic energy falls
below a given threshold: it is intended to simulate the injection of energy from the 
end of the solar wind Alfvén wave cascade.

Initial temperatures are isotropic with varying parallel proton β.

• The size of the domain L is measured in units of ion inertial length and is varied.

• Number of grid points: typically N=256. 

• No dissipation is added. 

• Simulations are performed with Ng=512 grid points and desaliased at Ng/2



The simulations are organized in order to:

• Study the heating processes and its dependence on injection scale and β

• Study of generation and saturation of the mirror instability

• Study the influence of collisions

• Briefly address the case where parallel ion temperature dominates



Dependence of heating on beta 
and injection scale



“In a number of systems such as the solar corona 
and the solar wind, ions are observed to undergo 
perpendicular heating, despite the fact that most of
the fluctuation energy is believed to be in the form
of low-frequency kinetic Alfvén wave fluctuations.
Determining the cause of such perpendicular heating 
is one of the critical unsolved problem in the study 
of space and astrophysical turbulence”.

(Report of the Workshop on Research Opportunity in Plasma Astrophysics, 
Princeton, January 2010)

Need for a fully nonlinear approach.

Simulation of perpendicular
ion heating under the action
of given randomly phased 
KAW with wavelength comparable 
to the ion Larmor radius on 
particles for

(Chandran et al. ApJ 720, 503, 201
see also Bourouaine, 2008)

Non-resonant heating:
Proton magnetic moment versus 

the heliocentric distance
(Marsch, Living Review 

Solar Phys., 2006)



Ti
┴

Ti
//

Fixing kinj/kρ=0.087 (rather small scale) and varying β (thus changing the domain size):

Perpendicular heating and parallel cooling of ions, with a larger efficiency as β is reduced

Red: β=0.6, L=12 π
Green: β =1.2, L=16 π
Blue: β =2.4, L=22 π
Pink: β =9.6, L=144 π

β=0.6

β=1.2

β=2.4

β=9.6



Perpendicular and parallel pressures (for each particle species)

Terms leading to temperature variations: heat flux tensor

gyroviscous tensor

Origin of heating/cooling:
Domination of FLR contribution;
(work of the nongyrotropic
pressure force)
more important close to mirror
threshold

Magnetic moment
Hall term

nongyrotropic
heat flux

nongyrotropic
pressure

Both parallel and perpendicular heat fluxes contribute to the variation of  

dominant contribution



Parallel cooling

Perpendicular heating

β=0.6

FLR contribution

Total temperature variation 

Origin of heating/cooling:

Domination of FLR contribution;
more important close to mirror
threshold



Parallel electron temperature (same conditions)

β=0.6

β=1.2

β=2.4

Efficient parallel electron heating at small β

Te
//



At a scale kinj/kρ=0.062, the behavior is similar.
Frequency analysis for β=0.3

Red: bz

Green: vx

Blue: by

Domination of low-frequency
modes (including mirror)

Mode 10 
(kρ/k=6.4)

Mode 18 
(kρ/k=3.6)



In this regime where the mirror modes are linearly damped, it can be
of interest to remark that, in spite of the variety of modes present in the turbulent
regime, the temperature evolution derived by the quasi-linear theory
(Eqs. (22) and (23) of Shapiro and Shevchenko [1964]) 
leads to, when prescribing a bi-Maxwellian ion distribution function:

When the growth rate is negative, the perpendicular temparature increases
while the parallel one decreases.



Increasing the injection scale to kinj/kρ=0.044, 

Red: β=0.1
Green: β =0.3
Blue: β =0.6

Perpendicular heating keeps
being stronger at smaller β in
the initial phase.

Parallel temperature can end up
dominating on longer time at
intermediate β

The initial parallel ion cooling is mainly due to mechanical
contributions T// div(u) (T// d/dx (ux) ) associated with
magnetosonic waves.



β=0.1
β= 0.3

β=0.6

β=1.2 β=2.4

Larger injection scale: kinj/kρ=0.025:

β=0.025

At large injection scale, there is a critical value of β
below which heating affects parallel ion temperature
and above which it affects perpendicular ion temperature. 

Ti
//

Ti
// Ti

//

Ti
//

Ti
// Ti

//

Te
// Te

// Te
//

Te
//

Te
//

Te
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Ti
┴

Ti
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critical β

Ti
┴ Ti

┴



Constraining effect of the 
mirror instability

on the growth of temperature anisotropy



From Hellinger et al. GRL, 33, L09101 (2006)

Mirror

oblique firehose

Reproduce and understand solar wind temperature anisotropy in WIND data



Global evolution of the mean temperatures

Growth of ion temperatures:  Ti
┴>Ti

//
More moderate growth of electron temperature:Te

┴<Te
//

Heating of perpendicular proton temperature
and cooling of parallel proton temperature is
associated with low frequency (damped mirror) modes.
Work of FLR forces is important. 

β=0.6



T

X

X-T diagram for Bz

Magnetic
compressibility:
sharp increase
at the onset of the
mirror instability

Mirror structure



Development of the mirror instability



A snapshot just after their formation



At later times

Note the exponential spectra



Apparition of resonances



Alfvén resonances due to the inhomogeneity created by the mirror structures.
Leads to power law magnetic energy spectra.

Sahraoui et al. PRL 2006



Mirror threshold in presence
of hot anisotropic electrons
in the long wavelength limit
(Pokhotelov et al. JGR 105, 2393 (2000))

Distance to mirror threshold



With deterministic forcing
on electric field



The temperature anisotropy is constrained by the mirror instability

Distance to mirror threshold

0.0159

0.0159 / 4

0.0159 / 16

Influence of the level of kinetic and 
magnetic energies
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Influence of  beta, keeping constant  kinj ρi
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β=1.2

β=0.3

β=0.6

The same amount of energy exchanged
thermal and non thermal energy leads to 
lower temperature change at larger β .
Also more magnetosonic waves at small β, 



Comparison with solar wind data

Solar wind data
Bale et al. PRL 103, 21101 (2009)

A large majority of the observational measurements 
in the case of a predominant ion perpendicular
heating are limited from above by the curve 

that fits the contour associated with the growth rate 
of the mirror instability in linear kinetic computations assuming 
bi-Maxwellian ions and isothermal electrons.

Same, when the energy threshold 
is divided by a factor 16

Points: local values of (β// , T┴ /T//) 
in the simulation at β=0.6

Collecting points from several
runs starting at various values
of β: the plasma does not
enter the unstable range.

Ωi

FLR-Landau fluid simulations:



Influence of collisions



Introduction of weak collisions

The (too) simple form of Krook collision operator is adopted.



Deriving the Landau fluid model with collisions leads to:

with, in addition, the Joule term in the magnetic field equation and a linear
term in the fourth order cumulant equation r//┴

r.h.s. of 
pressure
equation

r.h.s. of 
heat flux
equation



Equal parallel and perpendicular
electron temperatures.

With collisions, smaller distance to threshold.

BGK collision operator is included in the
Vlasov equation, leading to linear and
nonlinear additional contributions in the 
moment equations (see Green, PoF 1973)

Influence of weak collisions 

With collisions, points follow the threshold curve

νie=10-5

No collision

νie=10-5
νie=0.25 x 10-5

νie=10-5νie=0.25 x10-5



Case where the forcing is applied on the parallel magnetic field Bz

ρ-1

Peak of magnetosonic wave intensity

by



Magnetosonic solitons



Saturation of the growth of 
parallel ion temperature



Forcing on by, β=0.6, kinj/kρ= 0.062, smaller energy threshold

Parallel ion heating and formation of Alfvenic solitons

Ti
//

Ti
┴

Te
┴

Te
//



Alfvénic soliton



Conclusions
The FLR Landau fluid model allows for the study of heating due
to wave turbulence with typical scale close to the ion Larmor radius.

In particular it permits a self-consistent approach.

Simulations are possible without addition of artificial dissipation.

Main results :

• Perpendicular ion heating is possible in nonresonant situations,
with KAW driving, when turbulence typical scales are close to the 
ion gyroradius.

• At constant injection scale, its efficiency increases as β decreases.
• With larger injection scale, heating is very weak and can affect 

preferentially the ion parallel temperature (as well as the parallel
electron temperature) at small values of β

• A diagram of plasma state in (β//, T┴/T//) plane similar to the one
observed in the solar wind is obtained.

• A weak level of collisions helps to constrain the plasma close to
the mirror instability threshold.

Forthcoming developments: 3D simulations.


